**Speaker Excellence Awards – 2016 Annual Meeting and Exposition**
Awarded at the 2017 Annual Meeting and Exposition – Orlando, FL

**Gold Medal Sessions**

Larry Bolhuis  
- Rapid Fire Admin

Ted Holt  
- Thirty SQL Tips in Sixty Minutes

Pete Massiello  
- Cool Things in Navigator to Be a Star Administrator

**Silver Medal Sessions**

Larry Bolhuis  
- Care and Feeding of Your HMC

Wayne Bowers  
- Windows 10 Happiness – Moving to Access Client Solutions from Access for Windows

Scott Forstie  
- IBM i Services – System Admin and App Dev Top Use Cases  
- Investigate Database Performance the Navigator Way  
- New DB2 for i Security Solutions

Jesse Gorzinski  
- My Emulator Is Better than Yours

Richard Dolewski  
- HA Business Resiliency – Driving the Value

Charlie Guarino  
- From STRDBG to RDi Debugger  
- From STRPDM to RDi

Ted Holt  
- Say Yes to Change

Pete Massiello  
- What You Need to Know and Understand to Do Successful IBM i Upgrades 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3

**Bronze Medal Sessions**

Lisa Bock  
- IBM i Packet Analysis Using Wireshark for Beginners

Larry Bolhuis  
- IBM i Advanced IP Networking and Troubleshooting  
- Power Systems Virtualization, the Nuts and the Bolts
Wayne Bowers
- Beyond SSL: IBM i OS Transport Security

Drew Dekreon
- Intermediate SQL: Unleash the POWER

Jim Denton
- The Science & the Art of Query Optimization

Richard Dolewski
- i Breaking Bad DR Habits!
- IBM i in the Cloud on Your Terms

Scott Forstie
- Time travel with DB2 for i - Temporal tables on IBM i 7.3
- Data Security and IBM i

Charlie Guarino
- Putting the Pedal to the Metal for Web Services on IBM i
- Making RDi Go POP! with iSphere
- The “Best Stuff” of Advanced RDi Topics

Scott Klement
- Working with JSON in RPG
- Providing RPG Web Services on IBM i

Doug Mack
- Getting Started with DB2 Web Query

Pete Massiello
- Understand How to Manage and Update Your HMC, IBM i, FSP & Firmware

Doug Mewmaw
- Anyone Can Make Performance Graphs...But Do You Know How to Understand the Impact of Changes to Your System?!?

Kevin Mort
- Power Systems Virtualization, the Nuts and the Bolts

Randall Munson
- How to Deliver a GREAT Technical Presentation!
- Overcoming Your FEAR of Speaking!

Mike Pavlak
- Getting Started with PHP on IBM i

Trevor Perry
- Overcoming Your FEAR of Speaking!

Tim Rowe
- Access Your System Today, Tomorrow and into the Future
• Mobile to Go - Overview of Mobile Technologies on IBM i
  Jeff Uehling
  • Authority Collection Utility in 7.3 – Locking Down Security for Your Sensitive Data Files and Objects
  • What’s New in 7.1, 7.2 and 7.3 Security

Best New Session

Wayne Bowers
• Windows 10 Happiness – Moving to Access Client Solutions from Access

Best Lab

Wayne Bowers
• Test Drive IBM i Access Client Solutions

Best New Speaker

Brandon Rau
• PowerHA Technology Overview